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MICHAEL LLOYD

Kuflink launches search feature for

select invest deals

 INDUSTRY NEWS NEWS  KUFLINK

Ku�ink has launched a new search feature for live select invest deals and is enhancing its
proprietary loan management system.
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The search feature is available for the peer-to-peer property lending platform’s live manual
lending deals, known as select invest.

Ku�ink said that development has started on enhancing the proprietary loan management
system to meet increasing demand from brokers and clients by allowing them to upload
enquiries seamlessly and get faster decision in principles.

Read more: Ku�ink unveils new app and website features

In addition, all loan tranches and tiers are currently showing live other tranched and tiered loans
under each related select invest loan with general release across set to come out in the next few
weeks.

Ku�ink said any day now it will release its IFISA wrapper around some of its select invest deals
after code has been released on the platform.

Read more: Investor value at Ku�ink increases

In the next few weeks, the IFISA sign-in process will be ready for digitalisation, a new segregated
IFISA wallet and self-invested personal loan wallet will be released and updated images and
information on the platform’s development loans will be unveiled.

Ku�ink has also started development on connecting to its open banking app, which then means it
does not require an uploaded bank statement and gives the ability to make bank transfers in real
time.

Read more: Ku�ink passes £100m lending milestone
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“The Ku�ink tech team has worked diligently to bring new features for April 2021 forward,” Ku�ink
said in a blog on their website.

“Together, with your feedback, we are able to ful�l Ku�ink’s purpose in connecting people to
�nancial freedom.”

Read more: Every IFISA that is open for investment right now
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